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Chantal Lemercier-Quelquejay 

AZEB:BAYJ.AN - FOREIGN IN"FLUENCES. 

I.- SOME BASIC FACTS ABOUT SOVIET AZERIS. 

The Turk Azeri nation is today probably aome 10 millions strong or 

more, it is almost equally divided between USSR and Ira...'l'J. and has several his

torical/cultural centers : Baku and Genje (Kirovobad) in the North, Tabriz a...'l'J.d 

Ardebd.l in the South. 

While the Southern Azerbayj~~ is but a province of Iran where the 

Azeris enjoy no SFecial collective authonomy (the Azeri language is not recog-

nized as a...'l'J. official language in Iran), the Azeris are a Socialist So-

viet Nation using Azeri as the official language of their Republics (with a po

pulation of more than 6 millions in 1979). 

All. the AzeriB" are Hus:lims, the majority belong'S to the Shia branch 

af Islam. Probably more than 90% ofl Azeris in the Iranian Azerbayjan and bet-

ween 70 and 75% in the Soviet Azerbayjan are Shia. The minority to the 

Sunnism of the Hanafi mazhab. There are groups of Ali Illahis (Ahl-i Haqq: 

in the area of Genje and some Ba.hais in the cities:. Religion 

tally free in Iran and strongly discriminated in USSR. 

of course to-

~ne Azenis of USSR were 4.400.000 individuals in 1970 and probably 

around 5 millionS' in 1979.. AL-nost 95% of them live in their national Republic 

and in other areas of Transcaucasia. They rank among the less migratory of all 

the Soviet Turks. 

In their own Republic the Soviet Azeris represented 74% of the total 

population in 1970. Together with other Mu.s:lims (Daghestanis, Tatars, Kurds) 

they represent almost BO%o Russians and Armenians represent 10% and 9,5% of the 

republican population. It seems that between 1970 and 1979, the relative iln:por

tance of the "Chriatian" (former Christian) communities in Azerbayjan had de

creased. (The detailes 1979 census figureS" have not yet been released). 

II.,- AZERI NATIONAL A\fll . .RE:NESS AND li"ATIONALISM .. 

Since the founding of the Safavi dynasty (of Azeri ethnic background), 

Shia Islam ( Ithna Asharia = "The Twel vers") is the domin~~t branch of Islam 



in both Azerbayjans. In Soviet Azerbayjan the Shia Islam is prettominant in the 

south-western (Na.khichevan) and in the southern areas as' well as in the ei ties" 

The Sunni IsJ.a.m dominates in the northern part of the country near the Daghes-

ta...ni border o The we&tel!'Il and central Azerbayjan are mixed. Ba.lru. has a heavy 

Shia majority. 

The Azeris are Turks but Shia by religion. Therefore they have 

always; been and still are influenced by and dli.'awn toward both Turkey aud Iran. 

To these two main poles of attraction ~ some w~nor poles must be added 

"Which influences cannot be ignored. These are the Daghestan, the other Turkie 

nations of USSR, among others the Crimean Tatars (before 1905), the Volga Tatars 

(between 1905 and 1928) and the Ttlrkestania (since W.W.II), the rest of the !"fils

lim 1.Jorld and the laat, but not the least, Russian and Western Europe. 

In USSR, the A3eris are a Vroslim minority is~lated from their brethren 

by international rrontier:s: or by intell'J?os;ed strong Christian communities. As a 

result, their national awareness and nationalism are conditioned more than in 

any other !fus1im tel:'l'L'i tory of USSR, not only by domestic but also by external 

factors • 

.Among the domestic: factors, the most important is the presence of a la.:rge, 

dynamic and adva...l1ced Armenian colony- in Azerbayjan. In 1970, the Armenians li

ving in A~rbayjan were 493.,520 individuals, that means a little less than 10% 

of the total population. But the relative importance of ~he Armenian community 

is greater than the percentage of 9,4% would indicate it. basically an 

urban community : 345.000 ArmenianS' in 1970 (or 71% of the entire community) 

lived in the crities of Azerbayjan, and 207.000 of them lived in the capital Ba~" 

and their educational and professional level is certainly than that of the 

1'1usli.m Azeris. 

Before the Revolution already, the Azeris elite considered the Armenians 

as their most da..11gerous concurrents. The inter-communal rivalry was welcomed 

by the Russian authorities Who enjoyed in this way the position of the "Ennemy 

N°2" and not as in other !·fu.slim territories of the "Ennemy N° 1 ". During the Re-

volution, the "anti-A:mnenianism" has been the basis of the nationalism 

and under the Soviet regime the Armenians remained the "scapegoat" suppos:ed to 



be responsable for every failure. Thus the Russians, whose presence is limited 

(except in Baku, where they were 350.000 in 1970) occupy but a second place 

the ranks of the umost hated aliens", the fli:rst place due to the Armenians. 

The second domestic factor conditioning Azeri nationalism ans teir national 

awareness is the demographic vitality of their community. The fertility rate of 

the Azeris is one of highest among the Soviet : 1750 % in 1970. 

The Azeris occupy the third rank after the Tajiks (2075%) and the Uzbeks (1950%). 

Since 1959, they are steadily pushing the non-Muslims (fr~ssians and Armenians) 

out of the country and in 1970, they have, for the time since 1e17 recon-

quered the majority in the city of Baku. In 1970, with 51% of !·fuslims, :Ba..ku 

became the first capital of all Soviet r1uslim 

The Azeris reprewented 46,3%, the remaining 4, 7~0 

Daghestanis, the Tatars and the l'luslim Tates. 

the feeling that 11we" (the Nuslims) are mtnonger 

that 11 time is working for us 11
• 

to obtain majority. 

divided between the 

the Azeri nationalism 

"theyu (the aliens) and 

Eastern Transcaucasia has since the early Middle o:r;te of the most 

brilliant centers of the Irano-Turkic culture. Conquered by Russia in early 

XIXth century, without any serious resistance, but not really colonised by the 

":EJuropeans" immignants. maintained its 1'Urkic and Shia r~ruslim character, but 

also received a strong of the Russian literature and through it also 

the impact of the West liberal (mainly French) and Ottoman culture. 

In the middle and in second half of the XIXth cen~ary, Azerbayja could 

boast of a remarquable group of modernist \Y.riters, such as Abbas-Kulu Bakikhanov, 

F~th Ali ~Khundov, Hasan beg Melikov-Zerdabi, Kuli Zade, Alekper 

Sabir etc ••••• The first muslim newsp~per of Russia (Melikov-Zerdabi's Ekinchi) in 

1875 and the first r1uslim opera (Uzeir Hajibeyli's Arshin mal alan) appeared in 

Baku. But inspite of their old and advanced culture, because of their early 

conquest b~ the Russians and may be also, because of dual Irano-Turkic 

character, responsable of the deep dichotomy in their national awareness, the 

Azeris have, since the XIXth century looked at the 11uslim world abroad 

for political ideologies; theories and programs. 



Even during the dramatic years of the first Russian Revolution ( 1905-

1908) which woke up Muslim Tr~~scaucasia to the political life, Azerbayjan 

used to export individuals ( Mehmet ~in Rasul Zade to Tehran, members of the 

socialist HUffimet party to Tabriz, ~hmed Aga oglu, Ali Husein Zade and other 

radical nationalists to the Ottom~~ Empire), but not ideas. 

Foreign influences on the Azeri national movement were and srill are 

conditionned by various levels of Azeri national consciousness : It is there-

fore necessary to say some words about the complex picture presented by the 

national awareness of the Azeris: 

- The absence of sub-national consciousness .Xi:Doti:ti!l6rund:lcy:;:x±luxh:e::ri:B 
v 

ontrary to what we find among other Turkic or f'Iuslim nationalities of USSR ,... 

where clanic and tribal loyalties are still strongly resented, the sub-national 

awareness survives~ in Azerbayjan only among the Iranian spe~king Talyshes, not 

entirely assimilated by the Turkic azeris • .Among the tribal formations v;hich 

were nomadic or semi-nomadic before 1917, such as the Ayrums, the Padars, the 

Shah-Sevens and the Karapapakhs it is rapidly desappearing. 

- The national and the supra-national consciousness 

T~aditionally, even before the Revolution, the Azeris had different options 

concerning the 1vays of defining themselves. These options existed already in 

the XIXth century and still subsist in our time. These are: 

1) -A religious-cultural, purely Shia identity implying a solidarity 
iJ 

with Ir~~ and a certain distance toward the Sunnis in general (Turkey or 

Russiar."l lV~uslims) 

2) - A limited national, purely "Azerin identity, implying the feeling 
,_, 

of kinship and solidarity with the Southern Azeris, 
'"' 

3) - A Turkish, "Oghuz" !btr...nic identity, implying a certain distance 



toward other Soviet Turks, a sense of kinship and solidarity 1rrith the 

'l'urks of Turkey and the ignorance of the religious differences between 

the Su_nnis ~~d the Shias. 

4) -it "Panturkic" identit;t based on an thnic and political solidarity 

with the other Soviet Turks and a certain distance toward both Iran and 

T-arkey. 

5) - A n:panislamic" identity, ignoring the differences between the 

Sunnism and the Siism and orientated toward Daghestan and the North Caucasus 

- the most conservative bastion of the traditional Islam in USSR. 

') - A local Caucasian identit;t, the mess developped, implying a 

certain distance from the other l•fuslims (both Sunni and Shia) and a 

rapprochement id th the Christian neighbours, Armenians and Georgians. 

This identity ~ is based on corrrmon economic and political L~terests and 

eventually on a corrwon defense the Russian n1nder :Brother". 

This background explains the various foreign influences on the Azeri po

litical development. 

The influence of Turkez 

T~day the prestige of Turkey among the Azeri Turks is probably the 

highest, as it was already before the 1917 Revolution. T'ne almost identi

cal langLmges and the ethnic kinship are the two basis of the feeli11_g of 

solidarity with Turkey. 

Before the Revolution, the political union \vi th Turkey was the final 

goal of the modernist, liberal-prog;ressive religiously moderate or reli

giously indifferent part of the Azeri intelligentsia 1vliich opposed both the 

Ir~~ian a."'ld the Russian orientation; sympathised ivith the political prog;ram 

the Young Turks and later accepted with enthousiasm the doctrine of the 

Kemalismo Political leaders such as Ali Hu.sein Zade and Ahmed Aga oglu who 

1.;ere between 1905 and 1908 the real leaders of the Azeri political life, 



-u ... 

emigrated to the Ottoman Empire after 1908. Today, because of the weakening 

of the religious feeling among the A.zeri elite, a passionate interes·t in Turkey 

remains. as intens:e as 60 years ago. But tne opposite is not , (there is 

no interest among the Turkish intellectuals for their brethrens in Azerbayjan). 

However this interest for Turkey is mostcy platonic.. It is the Turkey of Ke-

mal (of the 1930-s a..'l'ld not the real Turkey of toG!ay) v.._hich is the focus Azeri 

interest. the time being, neither the Turkish left (too marxist for their 

liking) nor the Turkish religious conservative right can exercise any real at-

traction on the Azeri elite,. For the while, Turkey remains for the a 

"faraway motherland" or rather a "great sister" 1>Jhich may be loved but which 

exercises no real influence and provides no models for political action. This 

passive aspect may as ivell cha..nge if and when Turkish political life is modi

fied either in favour of the radical left or of the equally radical ri~1t. 

Turkey may t~en become what it was already supposed to be in the eyes of the 

Azeri intelligentsia arol.L"'ld 1918 : a 11revolutionna.:t'."'.r" model. 

The Ira.'l'lian influence. 

influence of Iran is as significa..'l'lt as the influence of Turkey. :Be-

fore the Revolution, the feeling of Shia solidarity represented the dominant 

ideology of the deeply religious rural masses and of the conservative urban 

elements ("the Bazar") who were expecting from Iran spiritual and political 

guidance which never came. 

The numerous: and influential liberal or radical Azeri intelligentsia who 

rejected the Shia Islam as the basis of their weltanshaung also refused to look 

at the Qajar monarchy as the source of the political inspiration. Howerver, 

in 1908 t1ie Consti tutiona.l r1ovement a..'1d Tabriz Revolution presented another·, 

"revolution~ary", face of Irru1/. After 1917, various radical movements (the 

Jengeli movement in Ghilan in 1918-1921, the 1920 revolts Tabriz and in 

Khorassan) rei..'1#orced this ne1v- aspect of Iran, which became for a certain pe

riod, between 1908-1921, a source and a model of radicalism for the mos·t advan

ced elements among the young Azeri intellectuals, (r>Iehmet Emin Ra.sul Zade, the 

future leader of the M'usawat, but socialist in 1909-1908, went to Tehran in 



1908 ·v1here he published the radical newspaper Iran-i N01v). 

Between 1924 and 1978, the Conservative Pahlavi monarchy had nothing to 

offer to the Soviet Azeris in terms of political ideology, ~~d anyhow during th 

this period no influence from abroad could reach Soviet Azerbayjan protected 

by a reinforced Iron Curtain. 

Today the situation is rapidly ~~d dramatically changing. In the eyes 

of the Soviet Azeris who since the downfall of the Pahlavi dynasty are eagerly 

listening to the broadcastings from Tehran and Tabriz, Iran has become once 

more a "revolutionnary" country where "something is happening". 

It is of course too early yet to appreciate the possible influence of 

the Ir&~i~~ revolution on Soviet Azerbayjan, but we may at least mention the 

possible directions where this influence may be felt : 

a) The !!anti-imperialist" anpeal of the "Khomeinism'lo For the Soviet Azeris, 

"imperialism" mea.."'ls Russian rule. Therefore, the fight against American or, 

more broadly, against the \'/estern non-1'1uslim presence in Iran may be understood 

as an invitation to fight Russian presence in Bab~. For the first time since 

the Revolution, some Iranian leaders (the ayatollah Shariyat Nadari, for instan

ce) had spoken of 11liberating" Soviet Huslims from the Russian oppression. Such 

appeals cannot remain without a certain echo. 

b) The religious appeal of Conservative Isl?!!,o For the Soviet Azeris, the Ira

nian adventure may be also understood as the demonstration of the strength (in 

terms of ideology and organizational ability) of the Conservative Islam. If a 

bunch of religious conservati~s was able to overthrow a regime backed by one 

of the best armies in Asia and by one of the best police in the world, then the 

dream of a struggle against Russian imperialism may appear- as not being totally 

hopeiliess. The Iranian revolution also proved -for the Soviet Azeris- that Is

lam may easily become a dynamic, revolutionnary force, without loos·ing its fon

damentalist character. 

c) The purel~ Shia appeal. In several MuslLm aountries (Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, 

North Yemen), the "Rhomeinism had as an unpredicted by-product -the ":neactivi

sation" of the Shia ~~lvers minorities. It is doubtfull that the appeal of the 

Iranian revolution mau have the same impact in Soviet Azerbayjan but it is too 



early to make any pronouncement. But would it contribute to divide the Sunnis 

and Shias in Soviet Azerbayjan, the "Khomeinism•• would bnng a curious and un

suspected help to the Soviet policy of divide and rule. 

d) The "populist 11 character of Khomeinism t'fith its promise to bring to povrer 

a new category of younger political leaders of more popular origin. - This 

would imply in Soviet Azerbayjan a new category of non-Party leaders. 

The influence of the Southern Azerbay,ia;a• 

This influena:e depends largely on the reality of a limited "Azeri' iden

tity, implying the feeling of kinship and solidarity with the Southern Azeris. 

This feeling was but little developped before the Revolution. The interest 

stirreii. up in Russian Azerbayjan by Tabriz revolutions of 1908-1911 and of 

1920, 1v.ts of a social rather than of a national character. No serious ir.rre-

dentist claims v1ere presented between 1920 and 1970 by Soviet Azeris on 

the Southern Azerbayjan. 

Today also the interest of Soviet Azeris in the Southern Azeris is more 

rhetorical than real. From time to time, ther is talk in :Baku of the "oppres-

sed brothers" in South, but it is neither ~~ expression of deep popular 

feeling nor -for the time being at least- an outline of an official strategy. 

Upto now, the only hints of irredentist claims originate not from the Northern 

but from the Southern Azeris. 

As said before, the Azeri nation , some ten millions strong (the third 

Turkic group in the world after the Turks of Turkey and Uzbeks) is almost 

equally devided between USSR and Ira..11, It has two historical ca:pi tals : :Baku 

and Tabriz. In both territories the national development of the Azeris li

mited. In Iran, they enjoy full equality of :personal rights with the Iranians, 

religion is· free and they have full access to their traditional culture, 

but their collective rights are not recognised, Azeri Turkic language is not in 

use as a i\Ti tten literary language. In USSR, tliE existence an Azeri nation 

is officially recognised and the Azeri Turkic languag~ is 

and administrative language in the Azerb~jan SSR. But 

official liter~ 

is discriminated 



(only 18 open mosques in 1977 for more than a four millions strong muslim popu-

lation) and the change of alphabets had isolated Azeris from their o\m past. 

Soviet Azeris can read Nezami of Genje, their 

a. Russian or Azeri translation in cyrillic script 

national poet, only in 

not in its persian ori-

gi~~ version and finally their political development is limited by the tight 

control exercised by the Th~ssia.ns. 

It is therefore too early to decide who, among Soviet Azeris or the 

Iranian Azeris is exercising the strongest attraction, nov; that Tabriz has be

come once more as in 1908 and in 1920 a ttrevolutionnacy" agitated capital. 

~ne influence of other Soviet Turks. 

This influence depends on the strength of the "pan-Turkio" aHareness 

among the Azeris. Before the Revolution, the liberal moderate intelligentsia, 

Mehmet Emin B.asul Za.de (after 1911), some members of riusawat Party, Hardan 

bey Topchivashy, i'fere the leaders of this trend formed the majority of the 

Azeri intelligentsia. They were but little interested in religious matters, 

hostile to Iran and opposed to the pro-Turkish orientation of the radical pro

gressive wing. They have joined the great pan-Islamic/pan-~xrkic movement led 

by the Volga and the Crimean Tata.rs and played a major part in the political 

life of the pre-revolutionna:t'"IJ ~·fuslims of Russia. They played a w.ajor role in 

the 1904, 1905 and 1917 Muslim Congresses of Russia. return, influence 

of Tatar jadidism ~~s predominent between 1905 and 1917 on the cultural and edu

eational development of Azerbayjan. 

The influence of Kazan waned after 1928 during the great purges of the 

Sul tangalievism and the general onslaught of the Soviet pO?Jer against the "pan

turkic" deviation. 

~hat is the present day situation ? 

In some aspects, after W.W.II Tashkent has taken the place occupied by 

Kazan before 1928 : that of the capital of the Turkie: IV!uslim 

Does it mean that the Uzbeks are already playing the same role 

of USSR. 

the Volga Tatars played before the Revolution and between 1918 and 1 ? One 



should not anticipate events, but it is certain that the general weakening of 

the religious feeling (and of the differenciation between Su.r.nis and Shias), 

the isolation of Soviet Azerbayjan both from Iran and from Turkey and the more 

frequent contacts with other Soviet 'rurks help ro the emergence of the "pan

Turkic" identity and therefore may contribute to favour :bhe influence of Cen

tral Asia on Azerbayja.n. 

The influence of the Northern Caucasus. 

Da&~estan ~1d the Chechen territory have been since late XVIIIth century 

the bastions of the most conservative Islam and models of heroic armed re-

sistance to the Russian conquest. Under Soviet regime, the same areas remained 

hot beds of insecurity. Sufi brotherhoods remain popular and extremely active 

and their hostility to both Communism a.Yld the Russian presence takes violent 

forms of opposition (includi~g terrorism). Since the return in the 1960-s of 

the deported Chechens and Ingushes to their homeland, North Caucasus has been 

undergoing a revival of the fundamentalist Islam. 

What impact this revival may have on Azerbayjan ? 

'The non-official "Parallel Islam" in Azerbayjan is represented by the 

same Sufi brotherhoods -Naqshbandiya and Qadiriya- which dominate the Northern 

Caucasus. :Both are decentralised orga.11isations but have nevertheless the same 

Eastern rites, rituals and the same "ideologye. It is obvious that the revival 

of Sufism in the N0 rth has a direct impact on the revival of conservative 

Islam, both Sunni and Shia in Azerbayjan. Accordint to recent Soviet sources 

(1970) "Oarallel Islamn has under its control some thousand clandestine 

houses of prayer and some 300 major holy places of pilgrimage in Azerbayjan. 

The influence of Georgia and Armenia. 

A rapprochement between the three Transcaucasian nations, Georgian 

~~enian and Azeri was an old dream of the prerevolutionnary left wing liberals 

and socialists both ru1d Azeris. Theoretically, the ~Qssian ~ocial 

Democrate 1:/orkers Party (the future Bolsheviks) was open to the members of all 
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three nationalities and ~~ Armeno-Azeri newspaper, the Koch-Deve~, was even pub-

lished for a short while in ]aku (in 1906). Rut as soon as 1905, the revolutionnars 

were obliged to separate the Christians and the Huslim to 

create a pure1y l,1uslim group, the Hfimmet party, open to the native 

Azeris and to the Iranian • ~ince the the general evolution 

of Azerbayjan is leading its isolation t1,ro Christian 

'"" and not toward a rapprochement. Since the l>l.W.II, Azerbayjan has acquired a more 
"' 

Turkic and a more }ffislim .Between the 1970 and the 1979 censuses, the 

relative importance of the Armenian com.111uni ty in Az.erbayjan has been and 

~ramatically shrinking, from tkR ~ 9;~ % pf the total population 

the (483.520 in 1970) to 7,9% in 1979 (475.000 individuals 

in 1979). The Armeni~~ has thus dec~eased 8.500 individuals. It 

probable that psychological pressure is the main reason of the A....T1llenian exhodus. 

We may assmne that to day, the national/religious hostility between the 

and the P~eni&~s as strong as it was 60 years ago. However, the 

of the Armeni&'1 model on the political and economic development of the 

cw..not be underestimatedo the exemple of concurrent that helped 

the Azzri landed nobility transform itself into an industrial bourgeoi~ma and 

it Armenian model of political parties, Dashnaktsuta~ and 

was used for the four1dation 

and the H1irn.met. 

The influence of Russia 

lmong all Soviet }:J.uslim Turkic nationalities, the Azeris are the one 

on whom the Russian influence is the less • 

T:.'le number of living outside republic, in :purely Russia'1 

is unsignificant. In 1970, only 41 .000 Azeris lived in the RSFSR a..11d 11 .000 

in Ukraine. The ttQssian colony in Azerbayjan from 10 % in 1 to 7,9% 

in 1979. The Azeris are the less 11 I'1.1Ssifiedu T1.trkic of 

Union. Ret\'1een 1 and 1970, the of Azeris \.mo 
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Turkic as their "first mother tongue" grew up from 97.6% to 98.2% (98.8% a.t1long 

Azeris living in Azerbayjan). In 1970, only 57.313 or 1.3% of the Azeris con-

sidered Russian as their first mother tongue. The Azeri language, an old lite-

raxy language since the xrrth centur<J, is the least russified of all Turkic 

languages of USSR. During the last 15 years, it has been cautiously purged of 

many Russian words •mich have been replaced by Turkic, Persian and Arabic ones. 

The Azeris have even succeeded to introduce into their alphabet some latin 

letters (h,j), thus making their cyrillic alphabet in use since 1939 closer to 

the Turkish latin alphabet in use in Turkey. We may ass~me that today the . 
Azeris are among the most 11xenophobic11 Turkic nationalities of the Soviet Union 

and that this xenophobia is equally divided bet-ween the Armenians and the 

Ruc:~sians. 

Ho.,rever, we must remember that Narxism-Leninism has been brought to the 

Azeris by the Russians in its purely Russian form and that an attempts to finrlt 

an 11 Azeri 11 way to Communism (among others by :Narima..n Narimanov) , similar to 

the theories mf Sultan Galiev have been defeated and probably forgotten. But it 

is also true that, as in other Huslim (or non-r.~uslim) territories of the USSR 

Narxism has ceased long ago to be a philosophy, or an ideology. It is not even 

an economic doctrine, but simply a technic of power, eventually to be used 

against the Russians. 

0 0 

As a conclusion, I i:lOuld like to add that Azerbayjan, which is an 

old cultural Huslim center and an integral part of the l'iuslim ~·Jorld undergoes 
f.t 

inspite of its isolation, the same evolution that the r,ruslim ;'/orld abroad. 

Recently it was possible to perceive there the s&'ile process of 11back to the 

radical fundamentalism" that i-Ie :perceive in other Ifuslim countries, Iran, Turkey 

a~d the North Caucasus. No direct foreign influence i~ nP~Po~~~r +A 
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this trend o Hovrever the Azeris have always looked abroad for models. 

Tiaghestan used to provide a model active resdlsta:nce (Holy ':Jar) which 

not in the character of the Azeris. Iran might, in the future, give an 

exemple of struggle against imperialism (in this case of Russian imperia~ism). 

For the being, no model is provided by Turkey. 

Azeri nationalism, especially the problem of relationship with the 

Russians, bears the brand of the Shia tagiya • It is probably more advanced 

than in other Nu.slim territories of the Soviet Union, but at the same time 

more cautious and less obvious. There have been relatively purges, few 

acute conflicts in Azerbayjan, but a steady, cautious, cons~ant and genera-

lly successful opposition the Azeri intellectual elite to the official 

policy of rapprochement betv:een the Russians and the J:1uslim natives. T'11e 

resistance to the linguistic and cultural assimilation has been successful 

and the Azeri cadres are steadily gaining the control of the Party and 

Soviet hierachies and also, what may be more important, of the Academ,tl of 

Science and of the University. 

Azerbayjan gives the impression that it reached a stage which 

Central Asian republics will attain only some years from no-...1 and may show the 

other r<tu.slims of Soviet Union "how to gain a certain form of real au thonomy 

by slotv progress a...11s small steps without open conflict r.vi th 1'1oscow". 


